RECOGNIZING PATTERNS

The following list of patterns comes from the book How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster who teaches at the University of Michigan. If you are serious about literary analysis, then I highly recommend buying this book. It goes into detail what I just briefly summarize, and is written in such a lively, witty voice that it does not read like a textbook at all! 

Also see K. Griffith Writing Essays about Literature p. 130

Trips tend to become quests to discover self. 
Think of Huckleberry Finn and Luke Skywalker. When did Hamlet finally take action? After his part-way journey to England.

Meals together tend to be acts of communion/community or isolation.
We invite people we like over to dinner. So when people eat together in literature it’s usually to help the reader see relationships between characters. Are they getting along or bickering? In tune with each other or in isolation from each other even though they are at the same table? Does the character eat alone or with other people? Think of all the meals and teas Jane Eyre eats; compare her meals in the nursery at Gateshead to her first tea with Maria Temple and Helen Burns. Think of that luscious dinner in “The Dead” and Gabriel’s sense of discomfort and tension throughout it.

Ghosts, vampires, monsters, and nasty people and sometimes simply the antagonists are not about supernatural brew-ha-ha; they tend to depict some sort of exploitation. 
They prey off weaker, helpless victims for their own selfish benefit. To see if it’s exploitation, watch the conflict, the reasons for the actions of the monster, and the resources the protagonist has to deal with the conflict. Also remember that the “monster” is probably symbolic of elements in the culture/society that exploit other people. The Creature and Dr. Victor Frankenstein come to my mind.

There’s only one story!
Allusions and archetypes abound! Faulkner calls them the “old universal truths” in his Nobel Prize Speech. Authors refer to each other all the time; stories grow out of other stories--it’s called intertextuality. Does this the character remind you of a character from another book? Does this event remind you of an event from another book? How about the conflict? Sometimes the similarity is obvious and sometimes subtle. Shakespeare, the Bible, fairy tales, myths as well as classic works of more recent literature are all fair game for allusions. When reading, always ask yourself if something reminds you of something else. Look for familiarity; look for this intertextuality. Recognizing these patterns gives us the AH HA! excitement as well as adds depth to our insight and interpretation. Remember the indecisive twins, Hamlet and J. Alfred Prufrock?

Weather matters. It is never just rain.
Why would a writer include the weather unless it was important? When we see weather in literature, consider if it is advancing plot, creating atmosphere, and/or symbolic. Weather is a traditional symbol. Here are some examples: rain could mean cleansing, restoration, fertility (water is necessary for life); fog could mean confusion or mystery; snow, the coldness and hardness in human nature; snowflake, individually; rainbow, hope. Edward Rochester, blinded and maimed, steps out into the soft June rain of Fernden. 

But what happens when T.S. Eliot plays with this traditional association in his poem The Wasteland when he writes “April [a season of renewal] is the cruelest month”? Weather, like all these patterns mentioned here, can be used ironically too.

Violence and be both literal and figurative.
A punch in the nose can be both a punch in the nose and a metaphor. Writers use violence to advance plot, create conflict, resolve conflict, reveal character, test character, and create symbol. Violence can represent the rift in society and culture. What does the misfortune tell us? Think about Winston Smith and his interrogation or Old King Hamlet’s demise; think figuratively; think theme.

Symbols can be objects, images, events, and actions.
Symbols also tend to be ambiguous, and thus carry multiple meanings. If it’s repeated or somehow highlighted, it’s probably a symbol. OK, so you have recognized that fire in it’s multiple forms is in Jane Eyre a lot. To figure out meaning, use your own experience with fire, knowledge of fire, and your memories of fire from other literature. It’s like a riddle to solve and it’s fun to make guesses. Just see what fits best and go with it.

Sometimes a story is meant to change us, the readers, and through us change society.
Stories can be social criticism as well as social commentary. They can show social and individual responsibility to identify wrongs, address them, and correct them. They show us the corruption of those in power. They show us conflict between individualism and established institutionalism. Jane Eyre was a cry of the underdog against the established practices of the society: women against a male-dominated society; lower, poorer social class against the upper, richer class; individuals against the stereotyping that was so prevalent and limiting in Victorian society. 

Keep an eye out for Christ-figures.
A Christ-figure shares any of the characteristics of Jesus Christ. These patterns can be obvious, but more often they are not. Consider this partial list: wounds on hands, feet, side, head; in agony; self-sacrificing; interacts with fish, loaves of bread, and wine; carpenter; humble; three days; forgiving, redeeming. Guess what—Hemmingway’s Santiago in The Old Man in the Sea is a Christ-figure!

Flying tends to represent freedom.
Also escape, return home, largeness of spirit, or love. So be aware of references to flying or birds, feathers, winds, and also the opposite of flying--falling. Remember Uncle Claudius in Hamlet? When he tries and fails to pray he says, “My words fly up, my thoughts remain below.”

If she sinks, it’s drowning; if she comes up, it’s baptism.
Getting dunked in water or just sprinkled with water (or any liquid) can be a baptism. Traditionally this represents a death to the old self, a rebirth of the new self, and a new identity. 

Geography tends to be a metaphor for the psyche.
This is because where we live affects us so much. How is your lifestyle and values different from someone who lives in Alaska? In literature geography develops character and the interaction of character and setting develops theme. Think about Poe’s story “The Fall of the House of Usher.” Why is that house not in Hawaii? 

It’s a very general rule that when a character goes south, they run amok because they are having raw, direct encounters with their subconscious. South Park—enough said.

Seasons tend to be traditional symbols.
So, if an author mentions one, take note. Seasons can develop character and conflict; they create tone; they highlight theme.

Disabilities, Scars, and Deformities show character and theme
These physical markings tend to signify some psychological or thematic point the author is making. None of us  get through life without being marked by our individual experiences. So with characters the markings show something important: associations with or facts about character (and thus mankind) history, culture, religion, or mythic (archetypical). Why does Oedipus blind himself? Remember the maiming of Rochester? It is a fine example of metonymy used for thematic purposes. Look at Victor Frankenstein and his Creature. One thing both their deformities show is the duality of human nature (we can be either saintly or savage— it’s our choice).

Heart disease tends to represent problems with character and society.
The heart is the center of our emotions; thus heart disease can represent thing like bad luck in love, loneliness, cruelty, disloyalty, cowardice, lack of determination, etc. in a character. Since a character can represent part of society, her heart disease can show us how humane or inhumane society is too. Dr. Suess tells us at the very beginning of his story that the Grinch has a heart “three times too small.”

So do illness and disease.
When a writer casually mentions that a character has a disease, take note. The disease will probably represent something about the character and sometimes through character, society. Think metaphorically. Favorite diseases include stroke for its physical paralysis represents mental, emotional, social, and spiritual paralysis; tuberculosis for its physical wasting away represents a wasting away of potential, beauty, or  goodness, for its method of exposure (one usually caught it by caring for infected, dying family members) represents self-sacrifice; plagues for the wide devastation represents diving wrath or a whole society’s destructive (to others or to itself) behavior; malaria for its literal translation means “bad air” represents a character in bad society or society that is bad for her as an individual. Remember Mrs. Reed who dying from a stroke is as harsh and unrepentant as ever?


Read with your imagination.
Try putting yourself in the narrator’s shoes, not your own. Don’t read with a perspective limited by the social climate of this year. Instead, read with a perspective that understands, to your best ability, the social, historical, cultural, and personal background of the narrator and/or author. 

Irony trumps everything!
Irony is a discrepancy. Thus it can turn everything mentioned above into it’s opposite, so be careful when you apply these patterns. Also remember the difference between a public and a private symbol.


GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR INTERPRETATIONS AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, HAVE FUN WITH THEM.



